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**Instruction Modes**

**pCourse: (Personalized Learning Course):** A class where all instruction is personalized using Internet based technology; may be taught in multiple learning environments. Faculty have regular, on-campus office hours posted on the syllabus.

**iCourse:** A class with all components delivered via the Internet to students enrolled in campus-based programs. Faculty have regular, on-campus office hours posted on the syllabus.

**iaCourse (iCourse with in-person assessment):** A class with all components delivered via the Internet, except mandatory face-to-face assessments, to students enrolled in campus-based programs. Faculty have regular, on-campus office hours posted on the syllabus.

**oCourse:** A class with all components delivered via the Internet to students enrolled in ASU Online. No face-to-face components are allowed. Faculty have regular, online office hours posted on the syllabus.

**Face-to-Face:** A class that meets on a regular weekly schedule in a physical classroom with students enrolled in campus-based programs. Such a course may include Internet-delivered components, which do not significantly alter the regular in-class schedule. Faculty have regular, on-campus office hours posted on the syllabus.

**Hybrid:** A class taught using both face-to-face and Internet-delivered components, where the Internet-delivered components result in a reduction in regularly scheduled face-to-face meeting times. A hybrid class balances the components, with between 33% and 66% of the course activities occurring in a face-to-face context. Faculty have regular, on-campus office hours posted on the syllabus.